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What’s Happening ... 

June/July 2021 Next Meeting: Deferred AMA Chartered Club # 139 

 

 

COVID restrictions at PCC are lifted 
for now. No masks are required for 
those who are fully vaccinated.  

Masks are optional at PCC if you 

choose to wear them. By no means is 
the pandemic over, so please practice 

safety measures to protect your own 

health.  

This only applies to the PCC flying 

field. Other locations will have their 

own COVID-19 requirements. 

Thanks to all members for following 

the rules to keep the field open. 

California State guidelines can be found here: 

https://covid19.ca.gov/safely-reopening/

#continuing-safety-measures 

AMA TRUST 
The Recreations UAS Safety Test 

Dear valued AMA member, 

When the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 was 

signed into law, it included a requirement 

for recreational UAS users to pass a knowledge and 

safety test. The Recreational UAS Safety Test, or 

TRUST, has the goal of increasing awareness of safe-

ty and best practices in the most complex airspace 

system in the world. AMA has worked closely with 

the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), ensuring 

that TRUST meets the intent of Congress without 

placing an undue burden on our hobby community. 

AMA has been there to help make decisions regarding 

guidelines, administration, and questions included on 

the test. 

Since 1936, the AMA has been dedicated to the hob-

by of model aviation, educational programming, and 

safety in the airspace. As such, the FAA selected 

AMA as a test administrator for TRUST. 

http://flypcc.org/
http://send.modelaircraft.org/link.cfm?r=LOMfwEm08lXXVdgQY5jscg~~&pe=9kTdxTh-jPAJ4KXMYh_TiIDc72s2ccmM27950bRvAx_rzzeWfQm5DevCyK50vGfwxOLTWF9qRyutjTiN-F-A6Q~~&t=1q7DSjcTkt35tEX9AlF9ng~~
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Next Meeting…….. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.flypcc.org 

Chetcuti Room 

Millbrae Library 

450 Poplar Avenue, Millbrae, Ca. 

July XX , 2021  7:30 p.m. 

What can you expect from TRUST? First, AMA is 

offering it for free for all recreational fliers. But don’t 

worry, it is more like a brief training session than a 

test, because you can’t fail! There is some infor-

mation to read that deals with flying safely and legal-

ly, along with 23 multiple-choice questions. If you 

select an incorrect answer, you’ll be guided to the 

correct response until you get it right. After you fin-

ish, you’ll receive a TRUST completion certificate 

that you should print, save electronically, or take a 

photo of with your phone. This certificate is proof 

that you passed, and you will only have one oppor-

tunity to save it. To protect your privacy, the FAA 

dictates that taking the test is anonymous and no rec-

ord is kept by anyone other than you, so losing your 

certificate means you need to retake the test. 

More information about TRUST can be found 

at www.modelaircraft.org, including frequently asked 

questions. We’re here to ensure that you can quickly 

pass the test and potentially learn something new as a 

recreational pilot. We even have a quick tutorial you 

can look through to get an idea of what you’ll need to 

know. It will allow you to get through TRUST quick-

ly and easily, allowing you to prove that you are a 

safe and knowledgeable pilot. Learn more 

at MODELAIRCRAFT.ORG/TRUST.  

Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum radio systems 

work by constantly hopping between a number of fre-

quencies. 

If you've just read the description of how DSSS sys-

tems work you're probably wondering "what's the dif-

ference?" 

Well, whereas the DSSS system is like a car that re-

peatedly appears and disappears on various lanes of a 

freeway, at such a rate that it almost appears to be 

everywhere at once, a FHSS system effectively sees 

your car not simply jumping a small distance to a 

nearby lane, but all the way to a completely new free-

way. 

In radio terms, this means that the frequency sent by 

the transmitter doesn't just jump around within the 

chosen operating channel but actually jumps between 

a whole range of different channels. 

It can be seen that, at least in theory, the FHSS sys-

tem should be even more immune to the type of con-

gestion that would cause problems with a DSSS sys-

tem. That's because although nothing may get through 

while it was using a very congested freeway, the hop 

to a less congested one would allow the normal trans-

fer of data to resume. 

Under normal circumstances a FHSS system hops 

between a fixed number of channels in a repeating 

random sequence. When multiple FHSS systems are 

used together, the random anture of the hopping se-

quence means it's very unlikely you'll find multiple 

sets trying to use the same channel (freeway) at the 

same time. 

How FHSSS Handles Interference 

THE BATTLEFIELD ANALOGY 

In a pure FHSS system, the troops are all closely 

grouped together as was the case with an old narrow-

band system but, because they're constantly jumping 

from battle-field to battle-field, the effect of enemy 

fire in any particular field is minimal. 

Imagine that the whole army is teleported onto a bat-

tle-field and then, before you realise it, telported 

away to another. Clearly this makes a FHSS system a 

FHSS RC systems  
FREQUENCY HOPPING SPREAD SPECTRUM 

http://send.modelaircraft.org/link.cfm?r=LOMfwEm08lXXVdgQY5jscg~~&pe=_7veAcotLIICfYY7yAZq653t0D2BarLOAJfss1vxgJ_d3Uakw-Oaq8OX9PpwEty7W5ayJAgn_Y3STe2JQYBM8w~~&t=1q7DSjcTkt35tEX9AlF9ng~~
http://send.modelaircraft.org/link.cfm?r=LOMfwEm08lXXVdgQY5jscg~~&pe=wWs5Zz-CTVRKE7tKqfnZF1Ol_SxGGw9KVSTVsh7NcwIfs-F0FWzqUmyMCbIi5zjPmluZNL_FT6ZK3UuCyvi89w~~&t=1q7DSjcTkt35tEX9AlF9ng~~
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hard target for interference to hit. 

However, the FHSS systems we're seeing used in ra-

dio control systems right now are a blend of both 

DSSS and FHSS. This means that not only is the sig-

nal spread across a whole channel but it also hops con-

tinuously from one channel to another. 

This means that an FHSS system is an incredibly diffi-

cult target for any interference to hit -- and when 

you're flying RC models, that's a very good thing. 

Which radios use FHSS 

Right now, only two readily available 2.4GHz spread 

spectrum radio control systems use FHSS. These are 

the FASST radios from Futaba and the Airtronics of-

ferings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This article is borrowed from  

http://www.rcmodelreviews.com/spreadspectrum04.shtml 

PCC June/July Newsletter 

Due to the relaxed COVID-19 restrictions, many 

flying events are scheduled for the Summer months. 

The editor and an OFB are travelling to a few flying 

events in the Eastern seaboard States. Thus this issue 

of the PCC newsletter will be the June/July Combo! 

Event Report: 

Biggest Little Airshow 2021 
@ Hiller Aviation Museum 

  
Burt Rosensweig 

At the Biggest Little Airshow on Saturday, June 26, at 

Hiller/San Carlos Airport, Dave Mosher brought his 

jets, someone brought a nice big RV-8, the flying man 

flew, the Enterprise flew, and there was a full size 

Pitts S-2S that flew stunts after the RC planes flew. 

The show started with an RC helicopter flying the 

American flag during the singing of the national an-

them. Then rockets were shot into the sky, then RC 

fixed wing, then RC helicopters, then RC gliders, then 

RC jets, then RC combat with streamers. The weather 

was great, the show went very well, and all those who 

attended had a good time. 

A handful of EDF’s on display. 

Flex Innovations RV-8. You can see Jeff’s 

Enterprise and Flying Man  behind the RV-8. 
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1:1 scale Pitts sitting on the tarmac. 

PCC OFFA Day Sightings 

Mike is flying his DC-3, and Bob is staying behind 

the safety fence in the pit. PC: Rosensweig 

Mike’s DC-3. PC: Rosensweig 

The Biggest Airshow cont’ 

Harold is practicing his body English while flying. 

PC: Rosensweig. 

Harold’s A-10 warthog. PC: Rosensweig. 

This UMX Timber belongs to Mark Heckman.  PC: 

Rosensweig 
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Summer time in HMB, early birds do not get the 

worm, but the fog.  

So a lot of hangar flying until the fog lifted. 

On this particular day, the fog was as low as 175 ft 

from the runway. Low level flying can be done. 

Bruce with an ChocoFly Avanti, designed for GPS 

Triangle Racing. 

Max with two of his 3D helicopters. 

Max’s trying to trim the grass. 
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For Sale:  
2 UglyStiks that belonged to Gary Leopold’s estate. Aircrafts are complete with engine and radio gears. Both 

aircrafts had been in storage for over 8 years. If interested, please contact, 

Brian Chan at pcceditor@gmail.com  or phone number listed on the cover page. 

The family is asking $350.00 for each plane. 

The engine is an O.S. LA 65.  

This engine is an Enya 60X. The radio 

gears were made by Airtronics. The 

plane has fabric coverings. 
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